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Trees are all around, but how much do you know about them? With this famous field guide by

award-winning author and naturalist Stan Tekiela, you can make tree identification simple,

informative and productive. Learn about 180 Texas trees, organized in the book by leaf type and

attachment. Fact-filled information contains the particulars you want to know, while full-page photos

provide the visual detail needed for accurate identification. Trees are fascinating and wonderful, and

this is the perfect introduction to them.
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I've gone through lots of tree books in the last year. I found this as a new addition at the local library.

It was so good I ordered my own. I had told my son there were no good tree books and I was going

to write my own, but Stan Tekiela has come pretty durn close with "Trees of Texas - Field Guide". It

has good depth, covers all the common trees of Texas and the photos of the leaves and other

identifying characteristics are the best I've seen yet. The descriptions are complete without being

wordy and Stan's notes on each tree are useful and interesting. The book is well organized, by leaf

characteristics, so its relatively easy to find the right page when you have no idea what sort of tree

you are trying to ID. A big plus is that the book is small enough to throw in your pack or even your

coat pocket.The only fault I can find is with the index. It does not have a cross index by Scientific

Name and even some common names, of trees found within the book, are missing from the index.



The inside of the book is fine, but the binding broke the first time I opened it. I expect a book like this

to last a while and it won't last a year if I use it much.

Ok, this book looks totally unprepossessing in the photos. We were astonished at the size and

weight of it! So much information packed into a small package. It was bought for my husband's

birthday as he's the garden enthusiast in our home, but he reads it sometimes like a book. Very

interesting, well presented, lots (I mean LOTS) of photos. Definitely a great buy!

would prefer a different format, but has good information - book was in like new condition

I am a tree fanatic and really enjoy identifying trees as a hobby. This book is the best field guide I

have used for trees. It has great pictures and descriptions of each major tree. It also pictures

flowers, seeds and barks of some trees as well. I highly recommend this book!

Great real life pictures, not illustrations. Contains pertinent information about each tree.

Very informative

Probably the only thing missing from Stan's book is some of the non-native trees that sometimes

break out of the nurseries and spread their seeds elsewhere. Not a big deal if you have other books

available.Given the fact that it's a book on Texas trees earns it a 5 star rating.Well organized and

thought out book.
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